Molecular mixture as an effective single-component system.
Colloidal systems exhibit a dramatic slowdown in particle dynamics at high concentrations. The study of the concentration-induced glass transition in these systems has been greatly simplified by treating the colloidal phase as an effective single component in a viscous continuum. We seek to apply an effective single-component approach to molecular systems by investigating a material that also exhibits a dramatic slowdown as the relative concentration of two components change. Our system is a binary mixture of ethanol and citric acid, in which the size ratio of the particles is 0.7. We measure the temperature and concentration dependence of the self-diffusivity of both components using pulse-gradient NMR. We model our data with an elementary free volume model and show that the self-diffusivity of both components depends on the properties of an effective single component. The particle size of the effective single component is the number-averaged size of the two components. Our results demonstrate that mixtures can be used to study the effect of particle size on glassy dynamics and are therefore useful for understanding systems that are intermediate between molecular and colloidal.